In this note we consider to what extent the classical theorems of Plessner and Kuttner comparing the set of convergence of a trigonometric series with that of the conjugate trigonometric series can be generalized to higher dimensions. We show that if a function belongs to L", p > 1, of the 2-torus, then the convergence (= unrestricted rectangular convergence) of the Fourier series on a set implies its three conjugate functions converge almost everywhere on that set. That this theorem approaches the best possible may be seen from two examples which show that the dimension may not be increased to 3, nor the required power of integrability be decreased to 1.
1. Introduction. In this note our concern is with the convergence and divergence of multiple trigonometric series; primarily with the extension to higher dimensions of the classical one-dimensional theorems of Kuttner and Plessner.
Theorem of Kuttner. If T = 2c" expíróc) converges everywhere on a measurable set E C [0, 2tt) and T = 2 -(i sgn n)cn exp(inx) is Cesàro summable on E, then T converges almost everywhere on E.
Theorem of Plessner. If T converges everywhere on a measurable set E C [0, 2tt), then T converges almost everywhere on E.
Part of the beauty of Plessner's theorem lies in its extreme generalityno restriction being placed on P or E. In higher dimensions such sweeping generality cannot be obtained, although in this note we are able to show, for example, that if convergence is taken to mean unrestricted rectangular convergence,(2) Plessner's theorem is true on the 2-torus for the Fourier series of Lp functions p > 1 (Theorem 4) . While at first glance this may seem a fairly puny extension of Plessner's theorem to two dimensions, it does in fact approach the best possible in two ways, since we show by counterexample that Plessner's theorem is false both for integrable functions on T2 (Theorem 2) and for continuous functions on P3 (Theorem 3). In doing this we also construct a continuous function having a boundedly divergent double Fourier series of power series type (Theorem 1) and an example of an a.e. circularly convergent double Fourier series whose j'-conjugate diverges circularly a.e. (Theorem 8).
By contrast, Kuttner's theorem comes through to two dimensions unscathed in the form of the theorem of Gogöladze (Theorem 5) below. Since we make use of this theorem, we append our proof of it. Our positive result (two-dimensional) depends upon this theorem and a result of Ash and Weiland (Theorem 6) on summability of double Fourier series, and ultimately on the Carleson-Hunt one-dimensional V convergence theorem. Our negative results (counterexamples) utilize the boundedly divergent Fourier series of one-dimensional power series type of Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund and previous work of the present authors [1] , and depend ultimately on Fefferman's counterexample of a continuous everywhere divergent double Fourier series. It becomes evident that the situation with regard to Plessner's theorem in higher dimensions is intimately connected with the Carleson-Hunt theorem and its nongeneralizability to higher dimension or to ¿' of the circle.
Our proof of Gogb'ladze's theorem requires a result (Theorem 7) of independent interest which generalizes to certain summability methods (in particular, to (C, 1, 0) summability) the fact that convergence of a double series implies almost everywhere the boundedness of the partial sums.
(2) This mode of convergence is defined in §2. Such convergence has some properties markedly different from ordinary convergence of one-dimensional series. For example, a convergent series need not be bounded [2, p. 406] ; and as Charles Fefferman has shown with the spectacular counterexample of a continuous function on the torus whose double Fourier series is divergent everywhere [4] , Carleson's famous one-dimensional theorem on the a.e. convergence of the Fourier series of an L function cannot be extended to two dimensions using this definition of convergence. For n > 0, let N(n) = {m E Zk\ m. > n, i = 1, . . . , k} and for each eccentricity E E [1, °°] , let N(n, E) = {m E N(n)\ 1/F < m./m. < E, 1 < i, j<k}. mm Figure 1 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use When k = 2, N(n) consists of those lattice points "north and east" of n = (n, n), while N(n, E) are those points of N(n) which are also in the wedge W(E) formed by the lines jc2 =Fjc, and jc2 = (l/E)xx. (See Figure 1 .) Note that N(n, 1) = {(m, m.m)\m>n} and that, formally, A^h, °°) = N(n). The multiple ^-dimensional numerical series 5 = 2mezitcm = 2cm has mth symmetric rectangular partial sum 5m = 2|n|<mcn where |n| < m means \n.\ < m-,i=l,...,k.
For a given complex number s, consider the relationship (1) lim/ sup I5m-s|l = 0.
"-"•°° JmejV(n>.E) m )
If (1) holds for F = °°, we write £/-limn5n = s and say 5 converges unrestrictedly rectangularly (converges U) to s. If (1) holds for every (arbitrarily large) finite E, S converges restrictedly rectangularly (converges R) to s; and if (1) holds for F = 1, then 5 is square convergent to s. A double series 5 converges circularly to s if limij_><X)5R = s where SR = 2 2 i^"icm" is the Fth circular partial sum. We call a matrix omß row increasing if (a) it is row finite, (b) no row contains the element 0 followed by a nonzero element, and (c) the length of a later row is never less than that of an earlier one; i.e., there is an increasing function <j)(m) such that amu = 0 if p > <p(m) and omß i= 0 if M < <p(m).
Let M¡, i = 1, . . . , k be one-dimensional linear means with matrices ((amM)f). We say that the fc-fold series 2cn is summable unrestrictedly rectangu- It is well known that if T = S\f], fEL(log+L)a(T2), a > 1, then P(1>0) = S\f(xo)] where/(1 0)£¿(log+¿)a-1(P2).
(See [12, vol. I, p. 296, problem 6] for the one-dimensional case. This statement follows from that case by integration in the second variable.) The series P is of power series type if cm = 0 whenever m Ö Af(0). In this case, all Ta are constant multiples of P (Ta = (-ife'T).
Counterexamples.
Theorem 1. There is a continuous function H on T2 such that S[H] is of power series type, has uniformly bounded partial sums, and is everywhere restrictedly rectangularly divergent.
To prove this we require the following lemma. Assuming temporarily the validity of the lemma, we proceed with the proof of Theorem 1. The required function is
where the \(n) = (l(n), l(n)) are chosen inductively by 1(1) = 0 and l(n + 1) = l(n) + max{r, s} + 1 where Pn(x) = Xp^q=0cpq exp i(px + qy). This insures that the terms of (2) have pairwise disjoint frequencies in both lattice variables. Using Lemma 1 (i), we see that the series (2) converges uniformly so that 77 is continuous on T2.
Given M E TV(0), let k = max [n |M -l(n) E TV(0)} and Q = M -l(k). Then Since x -73 is dense, the set(x -¿>) n U,v¡n\ contains an infinite number of points x -x". such that X(«;) > X'. Therefore, the points Q(n¡) = ([X(n¡)(y -y".)],
There is a function G(x, y) such that G and its three conjugates Ga all belong to Ll(T2) and S[G] is unrestrictedly rectangularly convergent almost everywhere, while all the conjugate series are square divergent almost everywhere (despite having unrestrictedly rectangularly bounded partial sums).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use For the proof we shall need the following lemma whose validity is substantially equivalent to the existence of a one-dimensional integrable function of power series type boundedly divergent almost everywhere. (See [12, vol. I, p . 310] where Zygmund proves this refinement of earlier results given by Marcinkiewicz [9] and Kolmogorov [8] .) We omit the proof of the lemma because it is implicitly contained in [12, vol License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Since q > q'(q) > k'(q) = k -1 may be arbitrarily large, we see that Sß[F] cannot square converge at x = (x, y).
Now let
Grs(x,y) = rF(x,y) + sF(y,x) be a family of functions indexed by F2. Clearly, Grs is convergent U a.e. for every choice of r and s. From the previous part of the proof it is clear that at least one term on the right-hand side of (10) is square divergent for each conjugate. Consider, for example, j3 = (1, 1). Since The proof that F has the desired properties parallels the discussion of F in the proof of Theorem 2, so we may be brief. The continuity of F = ^HkTk and Hß = 1lHkTk follows from the uniform convergence of these series (Lemma l(i) and (5) To prove this we will require Theorems 5 and 6 as follows.
Theorem 5 (Gogöladze) . ¿er the trigonometric series S be convergent U on E (E C P2). //5(j 0) ■ Sa is summable (C, 1, 0) almost everywhere on E to ^(x, y), then Sa is convergent U almost everywhere on E (to (T(jc, y) ).
For the reader's convenience we will append our proof of this, which was announced by Gogöladze in 1969 [6] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 6. IffE ¿(log+¿)2(P2), then fis summable (C, 1, 0) almost everywhere.
This theorem, which was proved in [2, pp. 432-435] , is a consequence of the Carleson-Hunt theory of convergence on Tl.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let fE ¿(log+¿)4 be such that S\f] converges U on P. The function fa =j"(0>i) is in ¿(log+¿)3 C ¿(log+¿)2 (see §2) so that by Theorem 6, S\fa] is summable (C, 1, 0 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 5. Circular convergence.
Theorem 8. Plessner's theorem does not hold for circular convergence. More precisely, there is a function g ELl(T2) such that S\g\ converges circularly almost everywhere, while S,0^\g\ diverges circularly almost everywhere.
Proof.
Since unrestricted rectangular convergence implies square convergence, it follows from the proof of Theorem 2 that the function F(x, y) of equation (6) has the property that S[F] is square convergent a.e. while 5(01)[F] is square divergent a.e. We modify F(x,y) to g(x,y) = 2e'ßkxMk(x)Tk(y) where the ¡ik > 0 are chosen so that disjointness is preserved and are so large that (a) each circular partial sum SR differs from the square partial sum S\r ] -1 [R ] -1 by at most terms whose frequencies lie on the single line m = [R] and so that (b) each square partial sum is identical with some circular partial sum. Then g will have the same properties with respect to unrestricted rectangular convergence and square convergence as F. By (b), we see that 5,0 ,)[#] must diverge by the circular method since g does by the square method. 6. Remarks. 1. That in higher dimensions Plessner's theorem could not hold in full strength became evident from counterexamples of Gogöladze [6] and the present authors [1] . Gogöladze displayed an almost everywhere convergent double trigonometric series 5 which is the Fourier series of a function integrable on the torus and whose conjugate series 5/0 l} diverges on a set of positive measure, while our example was the Fourier-Stieltjes series of a singular measure on the torus having almost everywhere divergent conjugate. These two examples left open the possibility of a weak form of Plessner's theorem: convergence of a double Fourier series almost everywhere on the torus implies convergence of the conjugate on some subset of positive measure. From Theorem 2 we see this is not so.
2. The "everywhere" character of Theorem 1 stands in marked contrast to the "almost everywhere" nature of the corresponding one-dimensional example by convergence R, square convergence, or any one parameter method while the hypothesis of unrestricted (C, 1, 0) summability is retained, then 5(, 0) is again convergent almost everywhere on P with respect to the same method. It remains an open question as to what extent the summability hypothesis can be weakened.
7. If one integrates the moduli of both sides of equation (13) over the torus and lets (m, ri) -► (°°, °°) unrestrictedly, one may deduce the following two-dimensional mean Kuttner-type theorem. Theorem 9. If fElP, 1 <p < °°, 5[/] is mean convergent (bounded) U and Sß \f] is (C, 1, 0) mean convergent (bounded) U, then Sß \f\ is mean convergent (bounded) U. This theorem has content only for p = 1 or °°, since for other p, mean convergence of the partial sums follows from M. Riesz's theorem. This is the two-dimensional analogue of [12, vol. I, p. 268, Theorem 6.14].
